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The paper presents a proposal of an innovative sustainable power supply solution for seaports with the
related design and control. This solution differs from the classical solution for the presence of a smart
electrical interface composed by two basic components: the ﬁrst one, a rotating converter-instead of the
widely used static converter-that ensures higher and therefore much more detectable short-circuit
currents; the second, an advanced static var compensator speciﬁcally designed for enhancing power
quality issues and hence favoring the seaport connection to the main grid for cold ironing applications.
The designed control strategy for the tailored power supply solution is proven successful and effective by
the numerical applications reported in the last part of the paper.
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Maritime transportation will have a more and more leading
role in the world trade in the next future, as conﬁrmed by inter-
esting recent studies carried out by some international commit-
tees [1,2]. An increase of ship number implies therefore the
necessity to pay a greater attention to the thorny problem of theo.pisani@unina.it,correlated air pollutants emissions produced during their mooring
in the ports. Actually, as well known, the ships electrical demand
at berth is typically satisﬁed by the auxiliary engines installed on-
board with consequent emission of (i) air pollutants, (ii) vibrations
and (iii) acoustic noise [3]. The paper is primary focused on the
former issue. The increasingly cogent international regulations
regarding a low carbon economy require the immediate identiﬁ-
cation of appropriate solutions to reduce the level of emissions
considerably. In this regard, a reduction of emissions has been
lately pursued by employing cleaner fuels and by using more
efﬁcient energy conversion devices [4–5]. Ship-to-shore connection
Fig. 1. High Voltage Shore Connection scheme with static frequency converter.
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recognized as very attractive and impactful in terms of emissions
reduction targets. As a consequence, a gradual turning off of the
diesel generators is expected in the future [6]. Although there is a
real convenience however, from an economic point of view, the
investments required to upgrade the power supply infrastructures,
both onshore and onboard, are not negligible [7]. From a technical
point of view instead, the most critical issue in connecting the
vessel electrical system to the main grid is due to the difference
between their rated voltages and frequencies [8,9]. The generic
scheme of a High Voltage Shore Connection is reported in Fig. 1
[9], whose basic subsystems are:
a. Main station aiming at interconnecting the main grid to the
MV cable;
b. MV/LV transformer;
c. Low voltage frequency converter (typically of static type);
d. LV/MV transformer;
e. Output switchboard and protection equipment.
In spite of the seeming conceptual simplicity, the architecture
in Fig. 1 is characterized by several electrical issues especially in
terms of power quality and protection/safety issues such as (i)
dangerous touch voltages occurring in the case of phase to ground
fault, (ii) residual charge in the ship-to-shore cable, (iii) over-
voltages and (iv) overcurrents. As far as the latter is concerned, the
design of over-currents protection may become very complex due
to the speciﬁc behavior of the frequency converter. Roughly
speaking, the value of short circuit currents is highly reduced by
the static converter impedance, so posing serious problems in
guaranteeing a reliable and safety operation. Although a valid
solution to the problem is investigated in [10] the innovative
solution proposed in this paper is both able to make short circuit
current much more detectable (enhancing their inherent value)
and improve the power quality requirements. This is possible
thanks to the deployment of an ad hoc control strategy for an
advanced static var compensator which minimizes the harmonic
content in current and voltage waveforms as well as the current
unbalances. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
a literature review about power supply issues in seaports. Sections
3 and 4 present in detail the proposed novel power supply scheme
for seaports and the related embedded control strategy. Section 5
reports some numerical results which demonstrate the feasibility
and the validity of the designed High Voltage Shore Connection
scheme and the well-operating of its constituting components (i.e.
smart electrical interface). Sections 6 and 7 provide discussion and
conclusions respectively.2. Methods
In recent studies [11–13] the possibility to feed ships at berth
with different technological solutions for the external powersupply has been discussed. Fuel cells on barge, LNG diesel engine,
gas turbine powering alternators moved close to the quay by
tractors and especially ship to shore connection have been con-
sidered as possible solutions. There is no doubt-as recognized by
the relevant and more recent scientiﬁc literature [14,15] – that
ship to shore connection is the most interesting and successful in
terms of achievable general beneﬁts (e.g. environmental and
social). Nonetheless some open issues need to be addressed in
order to make the ship to shore power supply solution technically
feasible. The present paper gives therefore an important con-
tribution by facing the most critical issues recognized by the sci-
entiﬁc community [15–19] and by the speciﬁcally developed
technical standards [20,21], namely the power quality and pro-
tection/safety issues. The design of cold ironing power system for
enhancing electrical safety by including also special protection
scheme have been addressed in [15]. This paper highlights how
cold ironing applications are still embryonic and hence need to be
researched. This has strongly motivated our efforts in con-
ceptualizing a new ship to shore power supply solution that will
be described in the Section 3. In [16], the authors examined
mutual inﬂuences between high-voltage shore-connected ships
and port earthing systems during phase-to-ground faults: in this
case possible dangerous voltage gradients in sea water around the
bonded ship hulls may occur. A similar contribution on grounding
concern is given by Paul et al. in [17] where the technical basis for
designing a resistance grounding method for a cold ironing project
are established. A discussion about homo-polar grounding system
for the ship on-board power system is here included. Paul and his
co-workers, have enriched the related literature with two suc-
cessive studies. In the ﬁrst one [18], a review of the transient surge
environment, transient overvoltage analysis and the application of
metal–oxide surge arresters in shore-to-ship power supply system
to enhance transient overvoltage protection and minimize equip-
ment damage is provided. In the second one [19], to ensure safe
and efﬁcient operation of the cold-ironing systems, an imple-
mentation of a grounding switch key interlocked with an asso-
ciated main disconnect switch and power plugs (for discharging
quickly cable-capacitance voltage and charged energy to ground)
is proposed. Another crucial protection/safety concern of the
standard power supply solution in Fig. 1 is represented in the
inability of the protection systems to sense the short circuit cur-
rents due to their reduced values. To overcome this concern Ion
et al. shown in [10] how to increase the short-circuit current value
by employing a capacitor bank, a conventional static var system –
and a static compensator. In line with the outlined literature fra-
mework the present paper proposes of an innovative sustainable
power supply solution in seaports and its related design and
control. The innovative architecture, presented in the following
Section 3, differs from the classical one in Fig. 1 for the presence of
a smart electrical interface. The latter is basically formed by a
rotating converter and an advanced static var system. The former
provides the needed frequency conversion vessel/grid ensuring at
the same time higher short circuit current values, higher reliability
T. Coppola et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 54 (2016) 816–823818and lower cost than the solution proposed in [10]. The latter
provides to the innovative architecture an inherent robustness
against potential on-board disturbances, i.e. fast load change,
unbalances, harmonic currents so improving the quality of the
power supplied as requested by [20,21]. This is possible thanks to
the ad hoc designed smart interface control strategy introduced in
the Section 4.3. Theory
The proposed High Voltage Shore Connection scheme is shown
in Fig. 2. Clearly, the main difference with the scheme of Fig. 1
relies on the smart electrical interface colored in blue: it consists
in turn of a rotating converter and an advanced static var system.
The rotating converter is based upon the employment of an
induction motor and a doubly-fed induction generator, whereas
the excitation power supply is provided by an additional power
source. The main difﬁculty in tailoring the whole system control
strategy, presented in the sequel, relies on combining the various
types of components or subsystems modeling and their various
independent controls, while ensuring the stability of the overall
system. In this connection, the aforementioned electrical machines
constituting the rotating converter are modeled in terms of d–q
axes representation.
On the other hand, the advanced static converter is based upon
a particular type of designed inverter whose modeling and control
is addressed directly in terms of phase variables. In particular, in
order to reduce the cost of the proposed innovative solution for
ship-to-shore connections, the authors suggest to use a two-leg
three-phase inverter which is here controlled according to sliding
mode control technique. This kind of technique is recognized in
the relevant literature as one of the appropriate way to control
variable structure systems, as the inverter exactly is.
The scheme illustrated in Fig. 3 shows the control architecture
as a whole. First of all the rotor voltage control is performed by
using the inverter dc voltage changes. Therefore, when a fast load
change occurs, the inverter supplies instantaneously the active
and reactive power necessary to compensate the unbalance. This is
essentially the role of a smart compensator device as the one here
designed. Hence, the induction generator control acts in order to
charge itself with the load variation. The amplitude of the rotor
voltage is varied as a function of the dc voltage unbalance, while
its phase is arranged in order to maximize the power factor of the
induction generator. This last task is pursued through extremum
seeking control.
The design of the proposed High Voltage Shore Connection
control strategy is here addressed with a systemic point of viewFig. 2. High Voltage Shore Connection scheme with smart electric interface. (For interpr
web version of this article.)and in order to guarantee signiﬁcant improvements in terms of
power quality and protection/safety issues. The designed archi-
tectural framework for High Voltage Shore Connection solution is
quite complex in terms of involved devices and related control
systems. No optimal (general) methodologies and hence con-
sequent implementing techniques are speciﬁcally available in the
relevant technical literature. In this framework, an adequate
modeling of the smart interface components and the identiﬁcation
of control rules able to satisfy contemporaneously ﬂexibility and
the feasibility is essential. Therefore, our efforts were aimed at
establishing some simple control laws strongly correlated to the
fundamental relationships of active and reactive power exchanges
among the components of the proposed smart electrical interface
in High Voltage Shore Connection solution.
We will subsequently analyze the modeling and control of the
smart electrical interface components: rotating converter and
advanced static var system.4. Calculation
4.1. Rotating converter modeling and control
The need to adapt the frequency between vessel and grid has
been pointed out in Section 1. The need to adapt the frequency of
vessel and grid has been pointed out in Section 1. The main pro-
blem of static converter relies in the fact that it is impossible to
deliver a fault current higher than the minimum threshold
requested for the secure operation of the ship principal relay. In
the light of a better detection of the short circuit currents, the
designed smart electrical interface has been hence equipped with
a rotating converter. A rotating converter offers remarkable
advantages in comparison to the static converter, as far as cost,
reliability and electromagnetic compatibility are concerned [22].
We will demonstrate that such a choice is advantageous also in
terms of short circuit currents detection in ship-to-shore connec-
tions. As far as the rotating converter conﬁgurations are con-
cerned, two main solutions can be considered: either a variable
frequency synchronous-motor-generator [22] or an adjustable
speed generators/motor based upon a doubly-fed induction
machine [23,24].
The rotating converter in the designed smart electrical interface
for High Voltage Shore Connection is based upon the use of an
induction motor and a doubly-fed induction generator as in the
second case mentioned. A new control law is hence proposed: the
rotor voltages are controlled in a coordinated way with the
advanced static var compensator. More speciﬁcally, the amplitude
of the controlled rotor voltage depends on the charge state of theetation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
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in order to optimize the machine efﬁciency.
The considered model for the three phase induction machine is
described in terms of d–q quantities as follows:
vsðtÞ ¼ rsisðtÞþ
p
Ωn
þ jΩðtÞ
Ωn
 
ψ sðtÞ
vrðtÞ ¼ rrirðtÞþ
p
Ωn
þ jσðtÞ
Ωn
 
ψ rðtÞ ð1Þ
ceðtÞ ¼
xm
xr
Im Ψ rðtÞisðtÞ
n o
where σ(t) is the motor slip and the linkages ﬂux can be expressed
as function of the stator and rotor currents in the manner that
follows:
ψ sðtÞ ¼ xsisðtÞþxrirðtÞ
ψ rðtÞ ¼ xmimðtÞþxrirðtÞ ð2Þ
The rotor voltage is equal to zero for the induction machine
operating as motor. The modeling of the mechanical parts involves
the coupling of the two rotors with the shaft. By neglecting the
torsional oscillations and the shaft inertia, it is easy to show that
the angular speed can be described by the following relationship:
dΩr
dt
¼ 1
Taeq
c1ePn1p1Ωn1  D 
Ωr
Ωr0
þc2ePn2p2Ωn2 ð3Þ
where Taeq is the equivalent starting time of the group, i.e.:
Taeq ¼ Ta1
Pn1p21
Ω2n1
þTa2
Pn2p22
Ω2n2
ð4Þ
In order to take into account the coupling of the induction
machines with the static electrical components, it is moreFig. 3. Principle scheme of the whole High Vo
Fig. 4. (a) Control scheme of the rotor voltage amplituconvenient to recast the stator modeling in the following form:
vsðtÞ ¼ rsþ j
ΩðtÞ
Ωn
x0sþxe
  
isðtÞþ
x0s
Ωn
pisðtÞþeðtÞ ð5Þ
where:
eðtÞ ¼ xm
xr
p
Ωn
þ jΩðtÞ
Ωn
 
ψ rðtÞ ð6Þ
and xe is the external equivalent reactance, related to the trans-
former and cable etc.
By taking into account the scheme reported in Fig. 3, it is easy
to argue that the stator voltage of the induction generator along
the d–q axis can be directly expressed as function of ac inverter
voltages va(t), vb(t) and vc(t), since vsa(t)¼va(t), vsb(t)¼vb(t) and
vsc(t)¼vc(t);
vsd
vsq
" #
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r 24 cos θ cos θ23π
 
cos θ43π
 
 sin θ  sin θ23π
 
sin θ23π
 
3
5 vavb
vc
2
64
3
75 ð7Þ
The rotor voltage amplitude is regulated according to the
scheme of Fig. 4a:
vrðtÞ ¼ kpðvcVcref ÞþkI
Z
ðvcVcref Þdt ð8Þ
In other words, when a load change occurs, the advanced static
var compensator operates as ﬂywheel with a very low time con-
stant and successively the grid has the task of supplying the
requested active power. The angle of the rotor voltage, as already
mentioned, is arranged in order to meet the maximum efﬁciency
of the generator machine. To this purpose, the algorithm based on
the extremum seeking scheme proposed in [25] has been used due
to its inherent degree of robustness.
The controller scheme for rotor voltage phase is shown in
Fig. 4b. It uses a high pass ﬁlter (with a cutoff frequency, ωh), altage Shore Connection control strategy.
de. (b) Control scheme of the rotor voltage phase.
Fig. 5. Two-phase voltage controlled inverter.
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sator (C(s)). A smallsignal sinusoidal perturbation a sin ωt is
associated to the integrator. In the present paper, the simplest
form of the extremum seeking technique [26] has been adopted,
with C(s)¼1 and φ¼0.
4.2. Advanced static var modeling and control
The conceptualized smart interface solution is in line with the
modern tendency of using Flexible AC Transmission Systems
which signiﬁcantly improve the performance of electrical systems.
In fact, the continuous fast development in power electronic
technologies offers advanced devices representing actual and
viable facilities for an adequate control of the electrical state
variables and for giving to the system: (i) the desired degree of
robustness, (ii) the required stability margins, (iii) the requested
power quality and reliability levels. By equipping the smart elec-
trical interface with an advanced static var compensator, the
proposed High Voltage Shore Connection solution becomes much
more competitive since the potential on-board disturbances, i.e.
fast load change, unbalances, harmonic currents, can be sig-
niﬁcantly reduced by the prompt action of the included power
electronic component.
By referring to the Fig. 5, that shows the proposed solution for
the controlled inverter, the following dcac converter modeling
holds:
diinvj
dt ¼ 1Lf vinvjvj
 
dvj
dt ¼ 1Cf  isjþ iinvj ij
 
8><
>: ð9Þ
where the subscript indexes j; kA A;Bf g with jak.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the dclink voltages can be stated
as follows:
dvc1
dt ¼  1C1 uAiinvAuBiinvBð Þ
dvc2
dt ¼ 1C2 1uAð ÞiinvA 1uBð ÞiinvB½ 
8<
: ð10Þ
The reference quantities for the twophase system voltages and
their corresponding derivatives can be expressed in compact way
by deﬁning the vector:
xrj ¼ xrj1; xrj2
	 
T ð11Þ
while the two components of xrj can be derived (for j¼A,B) as:
xrA1 ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ωVref sin ωt
xrA2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ωVref cos ωt
xrB1 ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ωVref sin ðωtþπ=3Þ
xrB2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ωVref cos ðωtþπ=3Þ ð12ÞThe sinusoidal modeling of the inverter voltages can be re-
arranged in the standard matrix form:
x

rj ¼ Arxrj j¼ A;Bf g ð13Þ
with:
Ar ¼
0 ω2
1 0
 !
ð14Þ
By deﬁning the statevariables vector xj:
xj ¼ xj1; xj2
	 
T ¼ vpj ; vpjh iT j¼ A;Bf g ð15Þ
the vector xej of the statevariables error can be directly
expressed as:
xej ¼ xrjxj ¼ xrj1xj1; xrj2xj2
	 
T j¼ A;Bf g ð16Þ
The following switching surface, which determines the change
of the inverter conﬁguration, is chosen according to [27], i.e. as a
function of the statevariables error xej and also of the dc voltages
imbalance at the inverter input dc-link:
Sjðxej; vc1; vc2Þ ¼ σ1xej1þσ2xej2þσ3 vc1  vc2ð Þþσ4 vc1  vc2ð Þ
j¼ A;B ð17Þ
This selection has been proven capable of counteracting the dc
voltage imbalance, thus the use of a chopper action aimed at
equalizing the dc voltage becomes superﬂuous.
For the control implementation, a convenient hysteresis band Δ
has to be identiﬁed as a function of the maximum allowable
switching frequency and of the ﬁlter parameters. The control law
takes the following form:
uj ¼
0 if Sjðxej; vc1; vc2Þ4þΔ
1 if Sjðxej; vc1; vc2ÞoΔ
(
ð18Þ
where the subscript index jA A;Bf g.
Load current has been assumed as not perfectly sinusoidal and
characterized by the addition of harmonics related to the funda-
mental one according to the expression:
Ijh ¼
Ij1
h
jA A;Bf g ð19Þ
This allows to test the ability of the advanced static var com-
pensator in compensating load current distorsions.5. Results
The performance of the smart electrical interface in the pro-
posed High Voltage Shore Connection are assessed in a compre-
hensive dynamic simulation having the aim to perturb the system
Table 1
Electrical parameters adopted in the dynamic
simulation.
kp 1
kI 0.1
rs [p.u.] 0.05
rr [p.u.] 0.03
xs [p.u.] 3.08
xr [p.u.] 3.08
xm [p.u.] 3
Ta1[s] 6
Ta2 [s] 6
xe1 [p.u.] 0.1
xe2[p.u.] 0.1
re1 [p.u.] 0.01
re2 [p.u.] 0.01
Lf [mH] 5
Cf [mF] 50
fc [kHz] 3
C [F] 0.01
PA [kW] 200
PB [kW] 200
cos φA 0.8
cos φB 0.8
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Fig. 6. Electrical rotor speeds (motor-generator) recorded during the dynamic
simulation.
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Fig. 8. DC capacitor voltages unbalances recorded during the dynamic simulation.
Fig. 9. Induction generator stator currents recorded during the dynamic
simulation.
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mize the unbalances.
The parameters adopted in numerical simulations are reported
in Table 1.
The electrical demand of the on-board electrical system is
supposed to suddenly increase from 400 kW to 800 kW at the
time instant t0¼1 s. For testing the ability of the advanced static
var compensator in improving power quality, the load is supposed
to be shared as two distorted single phase loads.
In Fig. 6 the time behavior of the electrical rotor speeds for
induction motor and doubly-fed induction generator are depicted.
The inverter dc voltage is shown in Fig. 7, where the fast
change can be easily appreciated, even if the control action allows
to restore the mean voltage proﬁle at the dc nominal value. A
detail about the dc voltage is included in the related main ﬁgure.
In Fig. 8, whereas a detail of the dc capacitor voltages unbalance is
depicted in correspondence of the load variation, it is clearly
noticeable that the unbalance is dramatically reduced for the
proper choice of the sliding surface (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 10. (a) Load voltage recorded during the dynamic simulation. (b) Rotor voltage
recorded during the dynamic simulation.
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Fig. 12. Induction generator contribution to the total short circuit current recorded
during the dynamic simulation.
Table 2
High Voltage Shore Connection schemes comparison.
SCC ratio (SCCR) Cost ratio Reliability ratio
1.5C2 0.58C0.85 1.03C1.25
T. Coppola et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 54 (2016) 816–823822The advanced static var compensator integration in the pro-
posed High Voltage Shore Connection scheme results in balanced
induction generator currents against a high degree of load
unbalance.
In Fig. 10a the load voltage is reported. It shows an inherently
sinusoidal proﬁle in spite of the distorted currents absorbed by the
two single-phase non-linear loads.
In Fig. 10b the time behavior of the rotor voltage, which is
controlled as function of the dc voltage change, is shown; while in
Fig. 11 the power factor of the induction generator is reported, thus
demonstrating the goodness of the extremum seeking control.
Fig. 12 shows the induction generator contribution to the total
short circuit current. Remarkably, although it constitutes only a
quote of the total short circuit current, it is already enough to
ensure the correct action of the protection devices. The contribu-
tion of the advanced static var system, which must be limited in
order to prevent the damage to the semiconductor devices, in any
case will permit a more reliable operation of the overcurrents
protection systems.
For the sake of comparison, the smart electrical interface has
been replaced with the identiﬁed feasible solution for enhancing
short circuit current value proposed in [10], exactly a classical
static converter with a suitable static compensator. The ratio
between the obtained average value of the short circuit currentsprovided by the respective grid frequency converters is:
SCCR¼ IGFCROT
IGFCSTAT
ﬃ1:5C2 pu
where IGCF-ROT is the induction generator short circuit current
while IGCF-STAT is the static converter short circuit current. Addi-
tional characteristics that could push the designers in choosing our
proposed solution are the costs and the inherent reliability of the
grid frequency converter as conﬁrmed in [22–24]. The outcomes of
the comparison can be quantitatively summarized in Table 2. The
second and third column in Table 2 represent the cost and relia-
bility ratio respectively. Like for SCCR, they express the ratio
between the cost (reliability) between the proposed solution (i.e.
High Voltage Shore Connection with smart electrical interface) and
the classical one (i.e. High Voltage Shore Connection with static
T. Coppola et al. / Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 54 (2016) 816–823 823converter and STATCOM). They conﬁrm also the affordability and
the dependability of the conceptualized power supply solution.6. Discussion
The present paper provided an interesting power supply solu-
tion in seaports aimed at addressing speciﬁc power quality and
protection/safety open issues while ensuring the emissions
reduction and hence the sustainability of its implementation. The
proposed solution is demonstrated as technically feasible, cost-
effective and reliable, thus representing a viable and interesting
alternative to be considered in cold ironing system projects.7. Conclusions
The present paper tackled the issue of the design and control of
a sustainable power supply system in seaports. A new smart
electrical interface for High Voltage Shore Connection composed
by two basic components is presented. First of all, a rotating
converter instead of a classical static frequency converter for
matching the difference of frequency between the on-land and the
on-board electrical system. Then, an advanced static var system
compensator to improve the quality of the power supplied has
been envisaged. It has been demonstrated that the designed
solution can: (i) enhance the short circuits level over the minimum
intervention threshold of the protection systems (ii) improve the
ship-to-shore connection robustness to counter potential on-
board disturbances (i.e. fast load change, unbalances, harmonic
currents and so on). The conceptualized control paradigm was
found simple and efﬁcient.References
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